
Dear business partner,

As Aygün Group of Companies, we continue our 
investments to increase our service quality day by day 
and to offer more special experiences to our guests.

Being our first resort hotel investment and having a 
special importance for us; Titanic Lara, which takes a 
place in the hearts of its guests with its thematic 
design and sincerity, is getting ready for the summer of 
2023 with all its beauties and the meticulously planned 
“DELUXE” concept and new areas.

Always with the aim of going further together…



Innovations; 
 
The Lobby Terrace, which will be redesigned, is a candidate to be an 
exclusive meeting point by offering a stylish and relaxing environment.
 
A wonderful holiday and fun-filled days await children with their families 
at Tini Kids Club, which has been redesigned with a new face as 
the largest kids club in the region. Offering countless activities and 
entertainment specially designed for children of all ages, Tini Kids Club 
will provide an unforgettable holiday with its expert team focused on 
games and education. Located in a lush garden, Tini Kids Club includes 
game rooms, baby section, activity rooms, a children's restaurant where 
meals prepared with fresh products are served according to the wishes 
and demands of parents, a cinema room, and a music room.

✔

✔



Our most valuable guests, children, can spend a pleasant and exciting time free 
of charge in the Game Center with Bowling, Billiards and Electronic Arcade 
games.

Delicious tastes at any time of the day in the stylish lobby atmosphere of the 
24/7 Restaurant serving 24 hours a day.

The second pier made of Iroko tree stretching out to the Mediterranean with 
private sunbathing areas.

The flavor stop in an area designed as Italian Piazza style in a lush garden, 
Colorful greengrocer serving the fresh seasonal fruits of the Mediterranean, Ice 
Cream Shop, the indispensable of summer season, Waffle Corner with its 
original presentation, Patisserie, the meeting place of teatimes with its unique 
tastes, and Potato Bake�, a fast-food delicacy, is the most trendy area of this 
summer.

Sun pleasure with ready-to-use towels on the sun loungers, new straw 
umbrellas that offer the opportunity to create shade wherever you want, and the 
newly designed wooden sun loungers with ergonomic design.

Night Club, which will be located in the main building, will offer an 
uninterrupted entertainment concept in winter evenings with DJ Performances.

Bowling Bar accompanies the rhythm of the game with its renewed concept 
and design.

The QR code system, which will be used in the beach, poolside and aquapark 
sections, will provide access to the menu, order and service to the sunbed without 
interrupting the pool, sea and sun pleasure.

Cold so� drinks and selection of alcoholic drinks all day long with “Pier Bar”, 
which will be colored with thematic parties in the center of the blue, “Beach Bar” 
intertwined with silky sand and green, “Olympic Pool Bar”, which offers delicious 
cocktails under the trees by the pool.

“Open Air Shopping Area” where the world's leading elite brands will take 
place.

“Mini Football, Foot Tennis, Beach Volleyball” in the new sports fields to be 
created on the grass

“Step, Yoga, Pilates and Zumba” in the new activity area in a lush garden 
overlooking the sea
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